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ORDER-CUSHIONED REFINEMENTS AND NORMALITY

J. C. SMITH AND RASTISLAV TELGARSKY

ABSTRACT. The authors use the notions of order-cushioned covers and weak

0-covers to obtain the following result.

THEOREM. A space X is collectionwise normal iff every weak 6-cover of X has

an order-cushioned open refinement.

Similar characterizations are obtained for normal, countably paracompact

spaces and analogous embedding theorems are shown.

1. Introduction.

Definition 1.1. Let U = {Ua : a G A} be a collection of subsets of a space X

and let < be a linear order on A.

The collection U is order-cushioned in "V with cushion map /: U —► "V provided,

for every Ua G U, every x G Ua and every B Ç {/?: ß < a}, if x G [JßeB Uß> tnen

x G Uses &{Uß). In 1967 Katuta [4] introduced the notion of an order locally finite

collection and obtained the following results.

THEOREM 1.2. A regular space is paracompact iff every open cover ofX has an

order locally finite open refinement.

Recently several authors [6, 8, 9, 15, 16] have studied the analogous notions of

order closure-preserving and order-cushioned refinements. In particular, Vaughan

[16] has shown that Theorem 1.2 above fails to be true when order locally finite is

replaced by order-cushioned, yet remains true when order locally finite is replaced

by linearly cushioned.

Martin [6], on the other hand, has established the following interesting result.

THEOREM 1.3. If X is a regular space such that every open cover of X has

an order-cushioned open refinement, then X is collectionwise normal and countably

paracompact.

In this paper we obtain results which are analogous to the above theorem of

Martin. In §2 we obtain a rather nice and unusual cover characterization of collec-

tionwise normal spaces using the notion of weak 0-covers. Analogous characteriza-

tions for normal, countably paracompact spaces are obtained in §3, while embed-

ding characterizations are briefly discussed in §4. Several open questions are also

included. The following are included for the benefit of the reader.

Definition 1.4. A space X is called weak 6-refinable if every open cover of X

has a refinement UiLi 9i satisfying:

(i) each Qi = {G(a,i): a G A} is a collection of open subsets of X;
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(ii) for each x G X, 0 < ord(x, Qk) < co for some k;

(iii) the open cover {G* = \J{G: G G 9ô}i*Li is point finite.

An open cover which satisfies properties (i)-(iii) is called a weak 6- cover.

In [9] the author has shown the following.

Theorem 1.5. Let X be a normal space. Then X is collectionwise normal iff

every weak 6-cover ofX has a locally finite open refinement.

We now generalize this result.

2. Collectionwise normal spaces. In [8] the author obtained the following open

cover characterization for the class of collectionwise normal spaces.

THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a normal space. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(1) is a collectionwise normal.

(2) Every weak 6-cover ofX has an order locally finite open refinement.

(3) Every weak 6-cover ofX has a precise order closure-preserving open refinement.

(4) Every weak 6-cover of X has a precise order-cushioned open refinement.

(5) Every weak 6-cover of X has a well-ordered closure-preserving open refine-

ment.

(6) Every weak 6-cover of X has a well-ordered cushioned open refinement.

In fact in [8] questions were raised as to (1) whether the "precise" or "well-

ordered" conditions in Theorem 2.1 could be removed, and (2) were there similar

characterizations without assuming normality? We now answer both of these ques-

tions in the affirmative. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 2.2 of [6].

THEOREM 2.2. A space X is collectionwise normal iff every weak 6-cover of X

has an order-cushioned open refinement.

PROOF. (Necessity) Let X be collectionwise normal. From Theorem 1.5

above every weak 0-cover Q of X has a locally finite open refinement. Since X is

normal, locally finite open covers are shrinkable by Theorem 1.2 of [10] and hence

Q has a locally finite open refinement M such that % also refines Q. It is easy to see

that )i is order-cushioned in Q.

(SUFFICIENCY) Let {F3 : s G S} be a discrete collection of closed subsets of

X. Define Gs = X — \Js,^a Fs, for each s G S and G0 = X — \Js€S Fs. Clearly

g = {G0} U {Gs : s G S} is a weak 0-cover of X. Let U = {Ha : a G {A, <)} be

an open order-cushioned refinement of Q with cushioned map <P: M —► Q.

Let 5 £ 5. If Ha G X such that Ha n Fs ^ 0, define U(a, s) = Ha —

\J{Hß : ß < a : 4>{Hß) ¡1FS = 0}, for each a G A and let

Ua = \J{U{a, s) : U(a, sjní1^^

If {Ha DFS = 0}, define U(a, s) = 0. We assert that {Us : s G S} is the desired

disjoint system of neighborhoods of {Fs : s G S}.

(1) Suppose s t¿ s'. Choose Ha, Hß G U such that HaC\F3 y¿ 0 and HßC\Fai ^

0. Since V. < Q, a yé ß; so assume ß < a. Since Hßf)Fs = 0, then <p(Hß)r)Fs =

0, so that Hß n U(a, s) = 0. But U(ß, s') Ç Hß, and hence, U(a, s) n U{ß, s') = 0.
Therefore Us n Us> = 0.
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(2) Suppose i£F,. We show that x G Us and hence Fs Ç Us. If x G Ua then

x G U(a, s) for each a G A. Choose «o G A such that x G Hao n i*«. Since

x G tf («o, a) - Hao - [j{H0 : ß < a0 : ¿(ify) n ^ = 0},

then x G LK-^/3 : /? < «o : 4>{Hß) C\Fa = 0}. But # is order-cushioned in Q so that

x G $(.27/3) for some ß < ct0 so that çK-fï/j) fl Fa = 0. However x G <K-#/3) fl Fs, a

contradiction.

REMARK. It is interesting here to note that (1) = (6) in Theorem 2.1 above

remains true not only when the "well-ordered" and "precise" conditions are dropped

but also when "normality" is removed.

3. Normal and countably paracompact spaces. From the proof of Theorem 2.2

above we now observe the following.

THEOREM 3.1. // every countable (or finite) open cover of a space X has an

order-cushioned open refinement, then X is normal.

PROOF. The proof follows from Theorem 2.2 above where |£>| < N0-

Clearly, if X is normal and countably paracompact then every countable open

cover of X has an open locally finite refinement whose closures also refine. Therefore

countable open covers have well-order-cushioned open refinements. It is natural to

suspect therefore that this condition is necessary and sufficient for a space to be

normal and countably paracompact.

THEOREM 3.2. If every countable open cover of a space X has a well-order-

cushioned open refinement, then X is countably metacompact.

PROOF. Let {Fi}f^1 be a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that

(~}(*L1 F,, = 0. Now {Gi — X — Fi}°2=l is a countable open cover of X and hence

has a well-order-cushioned open refinement )i = {Ha: a G (A, <)} with cushion

map $. Now for each i and each a G A, we define

U(FH=   \Ha-\J{Hß:ß<a,<l>(Hß)nFi = 4>},        HanFl9á<D\

a(  l)      \0,        HaDF = H) f

and let Ut = |JaGA !7«(*i).
We assert that (1) F¿ Ç [/¿ for each i, and (2) D¿^=i Ui = 0; so that X is

countably metacompact.

(1) Let x G Fi. Then there exists some a G A such that x G Ha n Fi. Now

x G Ua(Fi) Ç Un otherwise, x G \J{Hß ■ ß < a: 4>{Hß) n F, = 0}. However U is
order-cushioned in {Gi}'^=l so that there exists some ß < a such that x G 0>(Hß),

where <p(Hß) fl Fi = 0. This is a contradiction.

(2) Suppose there exists a point y G H^Li ^¿- ^ is easy *° show that there

exists an increasing sequence {n(i)}i^=1 such that y G Uanii)(Fn(i)) C Han(i) where

Han[i) n Fn{i) ?¿ 0 and #¿/an(0) n Fn{i+1) = 0.

Since (A, <) is well-ordered there exists a first element an(i0) G {an(i): i —

1,2, ... .}. Now choose i > i0 so that Qn(¿0) < an(¿)- However,

y £ Uan{i)(Fn(í)) = Han{i) - \J{Hß : ß < an{i) : <ftH0) n Fn{i) = 0}

since y G #an(io) and <j)(HaniiQ)) D Fn(¿) — 0 as Qn(¿0) < otn(i)-  This is a contra-

diction and the result is proved.
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COROLLARY 3.3. A space X is normal and countably paracompact iff every

countable open cover has a well-order-cushioned open refinement.

We can now state a generalization to a theorem of Martin [6].

COROLLARY 3.4. LetX be a topological space. ThenX is collectionwise normal

and countable paracompact iff every weak9-cover ofX has an order-cushioned open

refinement and every countable open cover of X has a well-order-cushioned open

refinement.

REMARK. The referee has pointed out to the authors that Theorem 3.2 is not

true if the "well-order-cushioned" is replaced by "order-cushioned". The reason

is that any collection {Ga: a G (A, <)} is order-cushioned in itself if {Ga: a G

(A, <)} is decreasing with respect to (A, <). Therefore any increasing (countable)

collection is order-cushioned in itself if the reverse order on A is used as the linear

order.

4. Some embedding characterizations and open questions. In [1, 2, 7] Alo and

Shapiro and in [12] Nichols and Smith have obtained several embedding charac-

terizations for collectionwise normal and expandable spaces. Using these results

and the results obtained in the previous sections we now obtain new embedding

characterizations for collectionwise normal spaces.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let S Ç X and let Q be an open (in S) cover of S. We say

that Q has a refinement which can be extended to a cover of X if there exists a

cover U of X such that U/S refines Q.

DEFINITION 4.2. A subset S C X is said to be Wi-embedded in X if every
locally finite open cover of S has a refinement which can be extended to an order-

cushioned open cover of X.

DEFINITION 4.3. A subset S Ç X is said to be W2-embedded in X if every point

finite open cover of S has a refinement which can be extended to an order-cushioned

open cover of X.

REMARK. This notion of embeddedness is a generalization of a subset being

strongly P-embedded due to Alo and Shapiro [2].

DEFINITION 4.4. A subset S Ç X is said to be Wy embedded in X if every

weak 0-cover of S has a refinement which can be extended to an order-cushioned

open cover of X.

THEOREM 4.5.   The following are equivalent for a space X.

(1) X is collectionwise normal.

(2) Every closed subset ofX is W\-embedded in X.

(3) Every closed subset ofX is W2-embedded in X.

(4) Every closed subset ofX is W^-embedded in X.

PROOF. Clearly (4) =* (3) =► (2) and the fact that (2) =* (1) follows from the

same proof as Theorem 2.2 above. We first show that (1) =» (3). Let Q be a point

finite open cover of S = S Ç X. For each G G 9> let ¿** be an open subset of X

such that G = G*C\S. Define Xx = {G*; G G 9} and M2 = {X — S}. It is easy

to see that U = (J¿=i #* is a weak ö-cover of X such that )I\S = 9- By Theorem

2.2 above, M has an order-cushioned open refinement so that S is Wb-embedded in

X.
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Finally we show that (1) =* (4). Let Q be a weak ö-cover of S = S Ç X. By

Theorem 2.2 of [9], Q is normal and hence has a locally finite open refinement.

Since (1) = (2), S is W3-embedded in X.

QUESTIONS. (1) Do analogous results hold for order closure-preserving refine-

ments?

(2) What property is equivalent to every order-cushioned (resp. order closure-

preserving or order locally finite cover) being shrinkable? Note that if every order-

cushioned open cover is shrinkable, then the space is normal and countably paracom-

pact.

(3) Do any of the above results hold when order-cushioned is replaced by er-order-

cushioned?

(4) What property is equivalent to every open cover having an order-cushioned

open refinement?

The authors would like to thank the referee for his comments concerning this

paper.
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